
Listen out for rustling trees: a sure sign there are monkeys nearby;
families of long-tailed macaques are a common sight.

Khao Sok National Park is
one of the oldest rainforests
in the world and is home to

hundreds of indigenous 
animal and plant species.
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branches making long, Tarzan-like swings through the trees; a
joy to behold. Gaurs, tapirs and barking deer can sometimes be
seen or heard, especially in the wet season (June to October).

On night safaris, the jungle takes on another persona as it
squeaks and hisses with insects and some 30 bat species, in-
cluding 8 varieties of megabat. This is also the time to look out
for a tiny mouse deer, the smallest hooved animal in the world,

or the big glassy eyes of a slow loris. When in bloom, special
treks to see the Rafflesia kerrii are put into operation. With a di-
ameter reaching 90cm, it’s the largest flower in the world, and,
in Thailand, only grows in Khao Sok.

Raft houses and swimming in Chiaw Lan Lake
This vast 165-sq-km lake sprawls in the middle of the park, a

sparkling blue jewel in the crown of its attractions. It’s a magical
place where huge karst mountains rise from the water. Some
reach over 900m - three times the height of those in Vietnam’s
Halong Bay. The jungle growth at the lake’s edge shimmers emer-
ald in the reflected light. It seems peculiar that something so nat-
urally stunning could be a modern invention, but the lake was
formed in 1982 when the Ratchaprapha Dam was constructed.

To fully appreciate the tranquility of the lake, an overnight
stay in a floating raft house is a must, and access is by a thrilling
long-tail boat ride across the vast lake. The accommodation is
rustic, but this is more than made up for by glorious lake swim-
ming and the dawn mist rolling over the water to the whoops of
gibbon calls.

Bats and stalactites: cave tours
For fans of the dark delights of spelunking, there are several

intriguing caves to visit, including Tham Si Ru - the cave used
as a secret hideout by communist insurgents in the late 1970s.
Two of the easier to access are Pra Kay Petch (Diamond) andThe shy and mysterious mouse deer is a native to the park.


